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Writing Skills Improvement Program (WSIP) 
Non-Evaluative Response Techniques 

For Small Group Peer Response Activities 
 
Description: Non-Evaluative Response Techniques enable writers to respond to peer writing 
in ways that do not impose perceived value on the writing or content. These techniques ask 
listeners to focus their responses to specific words and phrases. This process is effective in 
helping the writer to increase their awareness of audience and to begin to recognize the 
patterns that may appear in their writings.  
 
Techniques:  
Pointing— Peers actively listen while a writer reads their written text aloud. Each listener 
should write words and phrases that seem prominent to them. When the writer is finished, 
each listener will read back their list. There should be no commentary or discussion in this 
activity.  

1. Writer reads a short passage out loud.  
2. Listeners write words and phrases that stand out. 
3. When the writer is finished reading each listener reads their list out loud.  

Example: I heard the words inform, power, and his. 
4. No discussion or commentary is necessary. 

Centering—Peers actively listen while a writer reads the same written text aloud. Each listener 
notes concepts, themes, and patterns in the writing. When the writer is finished, each listener 
shares the information that they noticed. Discussion with the writer should focus on 
explanation and clarification of concepts, patterns, themes, etc.  

1. Writer reads a short passage out loud. 
2. Listeners note concepts, themes, and patterns. 
3. When the writer is finished reading, each listener shares the information they noted. 

Example: “I noticed that you stated the importance of the text” or “I noticed the use of 
number and sequence patterns.” 

4. Discussion should be directed by the writer and by questions for clarification from both 
writer and listeners. Listeners should never offer suggestions unless specifically asked to 
do so by the writer.   

Listeners should work to avoid using evaluative terms. The goal is to emphasize what the listener 
hears. For example:  
 

Evaluative (don’t use)     Non-evaluative (do use) 
 I like       I heard 
 I don’t like      I noticed 
 You should 
 You shouldn’t 
  
For further reading: 
Peter Elbow and Patricia Belanoff, Sharing and Responding. New York: Random House, 1989. 
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